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Structural and vibrational properties of carbon monoxide adlayers
on the copper „001… surface

Steven P. Lewisa) and Andrew M. Rappeb)
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The structure and vibrational states of a prototype adsorbate-substrate system—carbon monoxide on
the copper~001! surface—have been calculated from first principles within local density functional
theory. Three CO coverages have been examined:u50 ~bare surface!, 0.5, and 1. These systems are
represented by a well converged slab model within which all atomic degrees of freedom are treated
on an equal footing. The computed structural relaxations and vibrational frequencies are generally
in excellent quantitative agreement with the available experimental measurements. The full
monolayer is found to be energetically favorable to the half monolayer plus free CO molecule. This
indicates that the maximum stable coverage is greater thanu50.5, in agreement with experiment.
The vibrational analysis reveals that resonant coupling between adsorbate and substrate motions has
a profound effect on the vibrational spectra, for example, the low-frequency, in-plane frustrated
translational motion of the CO molecules mixes with long-wavelength copper phonons to form a
broad resonance peak. This implies a finite lifetime which, for the half-monolayer system, is
computed to be 3.0 ps, in excellent agreement with the measured value of 2.360.4 ps. For the
full-monolayer system, the predicted lifetime is 0.7 ps; however this system is presently inaccessible
to experiment. Resonant coupling is also found to affect the Rayleigh wave of the copper~001!
surface. At half-monolayer CO coverage, this mode resonantly mixes with bulk copper phonons
developing a finite lifetime, which is predicted to be 5.2 ps. To our knowledge, the lifetime of this
mode has never been measured. For the fully covered surface, the Rayleigh wave does not form a
resonance because the phonon coupling is forbidden by symmetry. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!70305-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interactions between molecules and metal surfa
are fundamental to surface chemistry. They play a criti
role in many important applied phenomena, including cata
sis, corrosion, and materials growth.1 In order to enhance an
control surface processes with greater precision, researc
this field has begun in recent years to focus on developin
microscopic understanding of the nature and conseque
of molecule–surface interactions.

One of the most striking consequences of these inte
tions is the emergence of new vibrational modes associ
with fluctuations of the chemisorption bond. These mod
have no vibrational counterpart in either component se
rately. Rather, they correspond to the translational and r
tional degrees of freedom of the free molecules, which
come ‘‘frustrated’’ upon attachment to the substrate. Th
vibrations are generally low-energy excitations that are th
mally populated in many experimental situations. As a res
they are instrumental in a wide variety of physical a
chemical processes at surfaces, including reactivity, ene
dissipation, and molecular diffusion and desorption.

In this article we report an in-depth, state-of-the-art th
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oretical analysis of the microscopic structure and vibratio
properties of a prototypical chemisorbed metal: carbon m
oxide on the~001! surface of copper. This system has seve
attractive features that have made it the subject of consi
able experimental2–11 and theoretical12–20 interest in recent
years. It exhibits many of the interesting physical propert
unique to chemisorbed metals without possessing the obs
ing detail of more complex systems. In particular, the si
plicity of CO and of the copper~001! surface, as well as the
high symmetry of the chemisorbed overlayer, facilitate th
oretical and experimental investigation of this system. F
thermore, this system is comparatively easy to prepare in
lab and is stable over long periods of time, thereby perm
ting detailed experimental investigations. Finally, the CO
copper system is of intrinsic interest because of its vital r
both as a prototype and as a direct participant in import
catalytic processes~e.g., methanol production!.1

The first-principles investigation presented here p
vides, to our knowledge, the first unbiased, systematic,
quantitative theoretical study of the vibrational properties
an adsorbed metal surface in which all parts of the sys
are treated on an equal footing. Up until now, the vibratio
properties of these systems have been characterized sole
atomic motions localized at the adsorbates, with the subst
~except perhaps the top layer! treated as a rigid platform
against which the molecules oscillate. We have taken

ia,
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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point of view that coupling between the molecules and
substrate can alter this simple picture in very import
ways, and thus have carried out our analysis in a theore
framework broad enough to incorporate bulk and surface
grees of freedom as well as those of the adsorbate. A
result, we have been able to show that coupling between
adsorbate overlayer motion and the substrate phonons p
a dominant role in the rapid relaxation observed for the
plane frustrated translation of CO on copper~001! at half
coverage.5

In Sec. II we describe in depth the systems being st
ied. Details of the computational methodology are provid
in Sec. III, and a careful analysis of the convergence pr
erties of the calculations is provided in Sec. IV. In Secs
and VI the results of the structural and vibrational analys
respectively, are reported. Finally, the investigation is su
marized in Sec. VII.

II. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS

In this study we compare the structural and vibratio
properties of three systems:~a! the clean~001! surface of the
face-centered-cubic~fcc! metal, copper,~b! an ordered over-
layer of carbon monoxide molecules on the copper~001!
surface in which half of the surface copper atoms are c
ered, and~c! an ordered overlayer in which all surface sit
are covered. In terms of the surface coverage parameteu,
these systems correspond tou50, 0.5, and 1 monolayer
~ML !, respectively. Of these three, only the first two a
experimentally observed. Experiment has shown that
saturates the copper~001! surface at 0.57 ML.21,22 Thus the
u51 system is, at present, only hypothetical. We include
in this study in order to examine coverage-dependent p
erties. Other adlayers withu,0.5 would require unit cells
containing too many atoms for current accurate, fir
principles methods, because of their long repeat distance
the plane.

The idealu50 system consists of a semi-infinite e
panse of bulk fcc copper separated from a semi-infinite
panse of vacuum by the~001! surface at the planez50. Each
~001! copper layer consists of a square planar array of ato
with repeat distancea/A2, wherea is the conventional fcc
lattice constant of copper. These layers are stacked along
z axis with anABAB... stacking sequence, where atoms inB
layers are situated directly above the square hollow sitesA
layers, and vice versa. This system hasC4v point symmetry
about thez axis and a primitive surface unit cell containin
one atomic site.

Carbon monoxide adsorbs to the copper~001! surface
with the carbon end bound to a surface copper atom at th
called ‘‘top site’’ and with the molecular bond oriented no
mal to the surface.23,24 At half-monolayer coverage, the ad
layer has an ordered structure with centered 232 symmetry
relative to the bare~001! surface.21 This structure, depicted
in Fig. 1~a!, hasC4v point symmetry, with every covere
surface atom fourfold coordinated by bare surface atoms,
vice versa. The primitive surface unit cell, (A23A2)R45°, is
a square of sidea rotated 45° relative to the bare-surface u
cell and containing two inequivalent sites, one covered
one empty. The two sites are located at the corner and a
Downloaded 13 Nov 2001 to 130.91.64.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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center of the unit cell, respectively, forA layers, and at points
@0,1/2# and @1/2,0# ~in lattice units!, respectively, forB lay-
ers. We have adopted a labeling convention whereby, in
given layer, atoms at the two inequivalent sites are dis
guished by whether or not their label has a prime@see Fig.
1~c!#. Specifically, atoms at or below the covered~empty!
site are unprimed~primed!. Copper layers are numbered co
secutively starting with the surface layer.

The hypotheticalu51 system is illustrated in Fig. 1~b!.
It consists of an ideal~001! copper substrate with every su
face atom covered by a CO molecule. This system has
same symmetry as the bare surface.

The structural and vibrational analyses reported be
have been carried out using the (A23A2)R45° surface unit
cell for all three systems. Even though this cell is primitiv
only for the half-covered surface, we have made this cho
in order to facilitate comparisons and to guarantee that
calculations are of equal precision. For computational c
venience, the convergence tests reported in Sec. IV involv
surface calculations are based on the bare surface using
primitive, one-site unit cell. Further test calculations sho
that the two-site cells have analogous convergence pro
ties.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

Determining structural and vibrational properties i
volves calculating the ground-state total energy and ato
forces for many different configurations of the atoms. W
compute these quantities with quantum-mechanical accu
using density functional theory25,26 ~DFT!. Our code effi-
ciently solves the DFT problem using the conjugate-gradi
method to minimize the energy functional with respect to
electronic degrees of freedom.27–29 The DFT exchange and
correlation energies are treated in this study within the lo
density approximation30 ~LDA !. A recent comparative study
showed that the LDA and the generalized gradie
approximation31 ~GGA! give comparable values for th

FIG. 1. Illustration of the structure of CO on copper~100! at ~a! half cov-
erage and~b! full coverage. AA23A2R45° surface unit cell is outlined in
white in both~a! and ~b!. The atomic labeling convention used througho
this article is shown in~c!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Parameters used in generating pseudopotentials for copper, carbon, and oxygen. The pseud
tials were generated using the method of Ref. 36.

Element Copper~11! Carbon Oxygen

Angular momentum s p d s p s p

Reference configuration 0.75 0.25 9.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00
r c ~a.u.! 1.70 1.90 2.00 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.40
qc ~a.u.! 5.50 5.50 7.10 6.50 7.10 6.50 7.10
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structural parameters and vibrational frequencies of CO
copper ~001!.16 Atomic forces are computed using th
Hellmann–Feynman theorem.32

The calculations use a well-converged plane-wave b
set to represent the Kohn–Sham single-particle w
functions33,34 and ab initio, norm-conserving pseudo
potentials35 to describe the interaction of valence electro
with the ion cores of copper, carbon, and oxygen. We h
followed the formulation of Ref. 36 to generate pseudop
tentials optimized to require as few plane waves as poss
while maintaining excellent total-energy convergence. T
procedure involves minimizing the kinetic energy contain
in Fourier components larger than a specified cutoff wa
vector, qc , subject to various constraints. The cutoff wa
vector is chosen so thatqc

2<2mEc /\2, whereEc is the en-
ergy cutoff of the plane-wave basis. The resulting nonlo
pseudopotentials are then put in fully separable form.37,38 In
this work we have not included relativistic corrections to t
atomic Hamiltonian in generating the pseudopotentials. Th
inclusion has been shown to have only a slight effect on
structural properties of copper.39

The three systems under investigation are represente
the calculations by a structural model in which the sem
infinite copper~001! substrate is truncated to a slab of fini
thickness. The truncation error is systematically reduced
increasing the thickness of the slab until the properties
culated converge. Each model system is described by a
riodically reproduced supercell,40 which captures the period
icity and infinite extent of the true system parallel to t
surface. The effects of the artificial periodicity perpendicu
to the surface are made negligible by including a sufficien
thick layer of vacuum in the supercell to isolate adjac
slabs. For theu50.5 and 1 systems, we place the CO m
ecules on both the top and bottom surfaces of the slab.
gives the system inversion symmetry, which facilitates ma
aspects of the calculation and speeds up the self-consiste
The point symmetry of all three unit cells isD4h .

Integrations over the surface Brillouin zone~SBZ! are
approximated in the calculations by sums over a disc
mesh of specialk points.41 This discretization can be prob
lematic for metals, since a densek-point sampling is required
to resolve Fermi surface details. These difficulties are d
matically reduced, however, by performing the calculatio
at finite electronic temperature, using the Mermin functio
to describe the electronic free energy.42 This has the effect of
broadening each single-particle energy level into a peak
finite width, thus permitting fractional occupations~i.e., 0
< f i<1). One consequence of this approach is that the fill
factors become nontrivial variables in the energy-mi
ov 2001 to 130.91.64.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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mization procedure and must be updated appropriately.
have adopted the procedure of Gillan27 for handling this is-
sue.

IV. CONVERGENCE TESTING

In Sec. III several approximations that are made in
calculations were described. Most of these are controlled
proximations, controlled in the sense that the exact limit c
be achieved by systematically varying one or more para
eters. Choosing the operating values of these parameter
complicated systems such as adsorbed metal surfaces
requires striking a delicate balance between quantitative
curacy and computational tractability. Therefore, we ha
carefully tested the convergence behavior of the calculati
with respect to variations of the control parameters. The
sults are presented in detail in the following.

The first step in designing pseudopotentials is to pa
tion the electrons into valence and core states. This appr
mation can be systematically improved by transferring ad
tional shells of electrons from the core to the valen
manifold until the results converge. In many atoms the co
valence partitioning is uncontroversial. For carbon and o
gen, the 2s and 2p electrons both participate in chemic
bonding, whereas the 1s electrons are more than 18 R
lower in energy and remain chemically inert. For copper,
the other hand, there is some ambiguity. Since the grou
state electron configuration of copper is 3d104s1, it might
seem natural to include the closed 3d shell in the core, leav-
ing only one valence electron. However, while this is ve
appealing computationally, it leads to a poor description
copper, since the 3d and 4s levels have comparable energie
and thus mix in most chemical environments. A minimum
11 valence electrons is required, therefore, for a correct
scription of copper, making calculations involving this el
ment computationally very demanding. Indeed, one mi
argue that the copper 3s and 3p states should also be treate
as valence states, as they are only a few Ry lower in ene
than the oxygen 2s state. However, the introduction of eigh
new valence electrons per copper atom would significan
increase the computational cost, and have only a marg
effect on the accuracy. As we show below, the bulk a
surface properties of copper are very accurately describe
including only the 11 outer electrons in the valence ma
fold.

The reference configurations, cutoff radii, and cuto
wave vectors used to generate the optimiz
pseudopotentials36 for copper, carbon, and oxygen are com
piled in Table I. For carbon and oxygen, the neutral, grou
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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state configuration is chosen as reference, whereas the
per reference configuration is a11 ionized state. The
pseudopotentials for all three species are generated to b
timally convergent for a 50 Ry plane-wave basis. A lar
number of plane waves is required for these atoms bec
elements in the 2p row ~e.g., carbon and oxygen! and the 3d
row ~e.g., copper! lack p and d states, respectively, in th
core, resulting in fairly sharply peaked valence states.
cutoff radii are chosen to be as small as possible while
giving a convergence error less than about 15 meV/atom
no ghost states.38

The transferability of each pseudopotential to differe
chemical environments has been tested by computing
total energy and the Kohn–Sham eigenvalues for an isol
atom in a variety of charged and excited-state configurati
around the reference state, and then comparing these v
to those computed using all of the electrons. Table II d
plays representative results of these test calculations for
copper pseudopotential. Since pseudopotential and
electron calculations have different zeros of energy, all to
energies are measured relative to the reference configura
We see from Table II that the copper pseudopotential
good transferability over the range of configurations test
Not surprisingly, the least transferable component is thd
angular momentum channel. This is a common character
of pseudopotentials for 3d transition metals. Recent ad
vances in the design of nonlocal pseudopotentials, howe
promise to significantly improve pseudopotential transf
ability across the Periodic Table, including the 3d row.43

Tests on the carbon and oxygen pseudopotentials show
to have even better transferability properties than coppe

To test the accuracy of the pseudopotentials, we h
used them to compute the structural and cohesive prope
of simple bulk materials. Table III presents the results
bulk copper, computed using two different unit cells: t
two-atom tetragonal Bain cell of the fcc structure44 as well as
the primitive fcc cell. We include the former because it h
the same symmetry as the fcc~001! surface, and we have
found that this symmetry consistency leads to fruitful er
cancelations when comparing bulk and surface calculat
~see below!. For the Bain cell calculations, the Brillouin zon
is sampled on an 83836 mesh~30 irreduciblek points!,
whereas the primitive fcc calculations use ak-point grid
comprising 28 irreducible points. Energy levels are bro
ened to a width of 0.05 eV. For comparison, Table III al
includes the results of previous LDA calculations as well

TABLE II. Transferability tests for the Cu pseudopotential. The valen
eigenvalues and the total energies from pseudopotential calculation
compared to all-electron values for test configurations in three charge s
around the reference configuration. The total energies are measured re
to the total energy in the reference configuration.

Test
configuration

Charge
~e!

Eigenvalue error~%!
Etot error
~meV!s p d

s1.5d9.5 0.0 20.60 10.31 22.04 254
s1.0d9.5 10.5 20.66 20.35 21.06 246
s0.5d9.0 11.5 20.01 20.01 10.25 0
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those of experiment. The previous calculations cited inclu
pseudopotential studies using a mixed basis~PP-MB!,46 a
plane-wave basis~PP-PW!,47 and a Gaussian-type-orbital ba
sis ~PP-GTO!,48 as well as all-electron studies using the li
ear augmented plane-wave~LAPW! method39 and the
Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker~KKR! method.49

The lattice constant, cohesive energy, and bulk modu
of copper computed using our 50 Ry pseudopotential ar
excellent agreement with the other nonrelativistic LDA c
culations. Particularly noteworthy is the comparison to t
LAPW calculation of Ref. 39. Since that study was an a
electron calculation, the close agreement between the
sets of results indicates an absence of any significant pse
potential error in our calculations. Furthermore, the agr
ment with experiment is within the range expected for LD
calculations for all three quantities reported. Similarly go
agreement with experiment and previous theory is also fo
in bulk calculations using the carbon and oxygen pseudo
tentials.

are
tes
tive

TABLE III. Structural properties of bulk copper. Results from the prese
pseudopotential study were obtained with a 50 Ry plane-wave basis for
different fcc unit cells: the two-atom, tetragonal Bain cell and the stand
primitive cell. See the text for details. Results from a number of previo
calculations@both nonrelativistic~NR! and scalar relativistic~SR!# and ex-
periment are provided for comparison.

Study
a

~Å!
Ecoh

~eV/atom!
B

~GPa!

Present study
Bain cell ~NR! 3.599 4.154 165
Primitive cell ~NR! 3.601 4.134 162

Previous theory
PP-MB ~NR!a 3.62 3.61 147
PP-PW~NR!b 3.60 4.19 160
PP-PW~SR!b 3.57 4.38 174
PP-GTO~SR!c 3.62 3.83 188
LAPW ~NR!d 3.61 4.14 162
LAPW ~SR!d 3.56 4.42 183
KKR ~NR!e 3.58 4.10 152

Experiment 3.61f 3.50g 142h

aReference 46. eReference 49.
bReference 47. fReference 50.
cReference 48. gReference 51.
dReference 39. hReference 52.

TABLE IV. Convergence with respect to vacuum-layer thickness. Calcu
tions are for a three-layer slab with the experimental in-plane lattice c
stant.DE is the difference in energy between the bulk-terminated surf
and a 3% inward relaxation. Vacuum thickness,Nv , is given in units of the
~001! interlayer spacing of bulk copper~1.80 Å!.

Nv

DE
~meV/surface!

3 5.924
5 5.943
7 5.920
9 5.906

13 5.900
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Making the slab approximation in surface calculatio
introduces two new convergence parameters: vacuum th
ness and slab thickness. Table IV contains the results of
vacuum convergence testing. We have computed, as a f
tion of vacuum-layer thickness, the energy difference
tween a three-layer copper slab with bulk interlayer spaci
and one with 3% inward relaxation of the two surfaces. T
magnitude of relaxation is typical of low-index metal su
faces. Vacuum thickness is given in units of the bulk~001!
interlayer separation, about 1.8 Å. The results show that
energy difference fluctuates by less than 1% for all vacuu
layer thicknesses tested, indicating a weak dependenc
this parameter. We have chosen an operating value of s
layers, or about 12.5 Å of vacuum separating neighbor
slabs. For calculations of the adsorbed surface, the vacuu
measured from the outer edge of the adsorbate.

To test the convergence with respect to slab thickne
we have computed the fully relaxed structure and surf
energy of five-, seven-, and nine-layer copper slabs. All l
ers of atoms were free to move in the relaxations. The
plane lattice constant was set to the experimental bulk va
and the SBZ was sampled on a 434 mesh containing three
irreduciblek points. Relaxed interlayer spacings are repor
as percent deviations from the bulk value. We have fou
that great care must be taken in comparing slab and b
interlayer spacings. For the true bulk material, fcc symme
fixes the~001! interlayer spacing ata/2. However, the re-
duced symmetry of the slab unit cell removes this constra
allowing the spacing to relax away from the ideal value, ev
in the bulk-like region. Therefore, to make a fair compariso
it is necessary to determine the bulk spacing in a manner
is consistent with the slab calculations. We have studied b
copper in the tetragonal Bain cell using the same in-pl
lattice constant and in-planek-point grid as in the slab cal
culations, and find that the relaxed interlayer spacing is
smaller than the ideal fcc value. We use this bulk spacing
evaluating surface relaxations. For the calculations to
completely internally consistent, we should also relax
in-plane lattice constant of the Bain cell for a givenk-point
set and use that value in both bulk and slab calculation45

We have followed that procedure for the structural and v
brational analyses that follow. However, for judging sla
thickness andk-point convergence, it is sufficient to fix th
in-plane lattice constant at the experimental value.

The slab-thickness convergence tests are summarize

TABLE V. Relaxed interlayer spacings and surface energies for cop
~001! slabs of varying thicknesses. The calculations used a 434 k-point grid
in the SBZ and a 12.5 Å vacuum layer between slabs. Note: For con
gence testing, the in-plane lattice constant was set to the experimental v
Thus the data hereare not LDA predictions for the copper~001! surface
relaxations~see Table VIII!.

Ns 5 7 9

d12 ~%! 22.60 22.89 22.82
d23 ~%! 0.28 0.65 0.60
d34 ~%! ¯ 0.04 0.12
d45 ~%! ¯ ¯ 0.41
Esurf ~eV! 0.780 0.800 0.810
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Table V. The notationdi j refers to the relaxed spacing be
tween layersi and j, and Esurf denotes the surface energ
defined asEsurf5(NsEbulk2Eslab)/2, whereNs is the number
of atomic layers in the slab. The tabulated results show
the seven- and nine-layer slabs are in excellent agreem
with each other, whereas the five-layer slab differs som
what. Even though the five-layer slab is not horribly unco
verged, we have chosen to proceed in our investigation
CO-adsorbed copper using a slab containing seven co
layers since the added computational cost is not prohibit

To assess thek-point convergence behavior of the calc
lations, we have computed the fully relaxed structure a
surface energy of a five-layer copper slab for fourk-point
meshes: 434, 636, 838, and 10310. The relaxations were
performed using the experimental in-plane lattice consta
Thus, for the 434 k-point set, the resulting interlayer spa
ings are compared to the relaxed bulk value, as descr
above. For the other threek-point sets, we find that the re
laxed bulk interlayer spacing differs only negligibly from th
ideal value. Table VI shows thatall four k-point sets give
very similar surface relaxations and energies. While
largerk-point sets are somewhat better converged, these
sults indicate that the 434 mesh is a reasonable choice f
our further slab calculations, provided comparisons to b
are done correctly. This is extremely advantageous since
next larger mesh, 636, woulddoublethe computational ef-
fort.

For calculations involving the (A23A2)R45° surface
unit cell, the 434 k-point mesh in the SBZ of the bare su
face gets folded onto a set of eightk points in the new SBZ.
This set has two irreduciblek points.

Unless noted otherwise, all calculations in this stu
used an energy-level broadening width of 0.30 eV. Test c
culations on bulk copper show that structural and vibratio

er

r-
ue.

TABLE VI. Surface relaxations and energy as a function ofk-point sam-
pling for a five-layer copper~001! slab. Thek-point set designations refer to
sampling in the~001! plane. Sampling perpendicular to this plane was
stricted to one sheet ofk points atkz50.25 in reciprocal-lattice units. The
calculations were performed using the experimental value for the sur
lattice constant. See the text for details.

k-point set
~Irreduciblek points!

434
~3!

636
~6!

838
~10!

10310
~15!

d12 ~%! 22.60 22.97 22.99 22.93
d23 ~%! 0.28 0.43 0.20 0.22
Esurf ~eV! 0.780 0.782 0.759 0.766

TABLE VII. Summary of the convergence parameters used throughout
study.

Parameter Value

Plane-wave cutoff (Ec) 50 Ry
Slab thickness (Ns) 7 layers
Vacuum thickness 12.5 Å
SBZ sampling~one-site cell! 434 mesh

Irreducible~one-site cell! 3 k points
Irreducible~two-site cell! 2 k points

Energy level broadening~w! 0.3 eV
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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properties are largely insensitive to this parameter over
range of values tested~0.05–0.30 eV!. The main difference
is that the calculations achieve self-consistency somew
faster with a larger broadening width. Table VII contains
summary of the convergence parameters that are u
throughout this investigation.

V. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Equilibrium structures of the bare, half-covered, a
fully covered copper~001! surface have been computed u
ing the methodology described in Sec. III. This analysis p
vides important information regarding the nature of the
teractions at the surface and is an essential first ste
determining the vibrational states. In these relaxations,
have allowed all atoms of the slab to move, and have dee
the structure to be relaxed when all atomic forces are sma
in magnitude than 0.01 eV/Å. At this point, the copper ato

TABLE VIII. Computed structural and energetic properties of bulk copp
the clean copper~001! surface, and a free CO molecule. For the surfa
interlayer spacings are reported both as a percentage change from the
value and in Å. The bulk data were obtained using the Bain cell and
same 434 in-planek-point grid as is used in the surface calculations. S
the text for further explanation.

Quantity Theory Experiment

~a! Bulk copper
a ~Å! 3.592 3.61a

d(001) ~Å! 1.796 1.805
Ecoh ~eV/atom! 4.21 3.50b

B ~GPa! 170 142c

~b! Copper~001! surface
d12 @% ~Å!# 21.38 ~1.771! 2~1.2–2.4!d

d23 @% ~Å!# 0.60 ~1.807! 0.0–1.0d

d34 @% ~Å!# 20.02 ~1.795!
Esurf ~eV! 0.819 0.82d

~c! Free CO molecule
dbond ~Å! 1.123 1.128e

n ~cm21! 2173 2143f

aReference 50. dReference 46, and references therei
bReference 51. eReference 53.
cReference 52. fReference 54
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~which have the softest degrees of freedom! are within a few
thousandths of an angstrom of their zero-force positions.

Structural relaxations for these systems only invo
atomic motions perpendicular to the surface. Since all ato
occupy sites of fourfold symmetry about thez axis, the in-
plane atomic coordinates are all at local extrema. The o
in-plane degree of freedom left to be determined is the
mension of the surface unit cell, which is equal to the bu
lattice constant. We saw in Sec. IV that it is important
determine this value in a manner consistent with the surf
calculations. Thus, we have computed the ground-state s
tural properties of bulk copper using the tetragonal Bain c
and a 434312 k-point grid. The results are summarized
Table VIII~a!. All surface calculations reported below hav
been carried out using an in-plane lattice constant
3.592 Å.

The relaxed structure and energetics of the bare~001!
surface are given in Table VIII~b!. Surface relaxation of met
als is a subtle effect. The atoms move only a small dista
from their bulk positions, and the relaxation energy per u
cell ~i.e., half the difference in energy between the bu
terminated and fully relaxed slab! is only about 1% of the
surface energy per unit cell. The relaxation shows an os
lating pattern in whichd12 is an inward relaxation andd23 is
outward. This pattern is typical of metals and is associa
with a one-dimensional Friedel oscillation along thez axis
induced by the presence of the surface. By the third pai
~001! layers, the oscillation has largely died out, with th
interlayer spacing almost at the bulk value. The compu
spacings all fall within the range of the experimental valu
which have been measured using several differ
techniques.46 Furthermore, the surface energy is also in e
cellent agreement with experiment.

For completeness, we have also computed the prope
of a free CO molecule, as shown in Table VIII~c!. The values
computed for the bond length and the vibrational frequen
agree closely with those of experiment. This information
important for judging the effect of adsorption.

Table IX reports the relaxed structure and adsorpt
energy of the half-covered and fully covered surfaces. T
adsorption energy is defined as the adsorbate binding en

,
,
ulk
e

pper

er or not
TABLE IX. Equilibrium structure and adsorption energy for full and half monolayers of CO on the co
~001! surface. The structure is reported as the vertical distance between layers of atoms. Foru50.5, there are
two distinct sites per surface unit cell. These are referred to as covered and empty, depending on wheth
the atom is below a CO molecule.

Separation~Å!
u50.5

Present study

Layer pairs Covered Empty Previous calc.a Experiment u51

O–C 1.138 1.14 1.1560.10b 1.136
C–Cu1 1.852 1.88 1.9260.05c 1.882
Cu1–Cu2 1.805 1.768 1.815
Cu2–Cu3 1.804 1.821 1.815
Cu3–Cu4 1.809 1.792 1.796
Eads ~eV/CO! 1.239 1.51 0.57d 0.695

aReference 16. cReference 24.
bReference 23. dReference 21.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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per molecule measured relative to the bare surface and
free molecule. Since theu50.5 system has two inequivalen
sites per surface unit cell, distinct copper interlayer spaci
are reported for both. In theu51 system, both sites ar
equivalent by symmetry. The computed structure of the h
covered surface is in excellent quantitative agreement w
the available experiments and a previous calculation~see
Table IX for citations!. Previous results do not exist for th
hypothetical fully covered surface.

For both coverages, adsorption has a similar effect
the local structure of the component systems. The adso
CO molecule is 1.2% longer than free CO, and the Cu1–Cu2

spacing at the binding site actuallyexpandsrelative to the
bulk by 0.5%–1%, in contrast to the 1.4%contractionfor the
bare surface. At the empty site of the half-covered surfa
the interlayer spacings are close to the bare-surface va
indicating that the perturbation caused by the adsorbat
fairly localized. The adsorption energy per molecule of t
u51 system is about half that of theu50.5 system. This
weaker binding is also reflected in the 1.6% longer C–C1

bond length. Interestingly, even though theu51 adsorption
bond is weaker, our calculations show that this system
stable by 0.15 eV/CO relative to the half-covered surface
a free CO molecule. While this doesnot necessarily mean
that theu51 system is stable overall, it does suggest that
maximum coverage is greater than 0.5. This is consis
with the experimental observation of au50.57 saturation
coverage of CO on copper~001!.

Finally, a recent investigation using classical potenti
suggested that the idealu50.5 structure is unstable with
respect to a cell-doubling distortion along thex direction.55

In this proposed reconstruction, alternating rows of ads
bates parallel to they axis tilt toward the1y and 2y azi-
muths, respectively. We have tested this claim within
LDA by making small, finite distortions along the propos
reconstruction coordinate, and have found that the ene
actually increasesmarkedly relative to the ideal structure
contrary to the classical-potential study.

VI. VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS

A. Force constants

Vibrational states of the coupled adsorbate-substrate
tem are determined from first principles within a harmon
force-constant model. Noa priori assumptions are made re
garding the nature of the modes, and atoms of both the
layer and the substrate are treated on an equal footing.
normal modes of vibration are obtained by solving the g
eralized eigenvalue problem,

K•x52v2M•x, ~1!

where the eigenvectorx resides in the 3N-dimensional con-
figuration space of theN atoms, with origin at the equilib-
rium configuration, the eigenvaluev2 is the square of the
normal-mode frequency,M is the diagonal 3N33N matrix
of atomic masses, andK is the symmetric 3N33N matrix of
harmonic force constants~i.e., the matrix of second deriva
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tives of the energy with respect to atomic coordinates!. In

this study, we consider vibrational modes at theḠ point ~i.e.,
the center! of the (A23A2)R45° SBZ.

The force constants are obtained through a series
LDA calculations. Starting from the equilibrium configura
tion, a given atom in the unit cell is displaced by a sm
amplitude in a given direction, and the resulting force dis
bution is computed. This procedure is repeated for sev
small displacements of the atom, and the force consta
coupling to this degree of freedom are given by the line
dependence of the forces on the displacement amplitu
K i j 52]F j /]xi5]2U/]xi]xj , wherei and j are composite
indices specifying both atom and polarization andU is the
total energy. Each row of the force constant matrix is co
puted similarly. It is worth noting that these force consta
are not interatomic force constants, since lattice periodicit
maintained and a whole sublattice of atoms is displac
They are more properly referred to as lattice force consta

By symmetry, force constantsK i j and K j i should be
equal for alli andj. However, since they are computed sep
rately, the extent to which these matrix elements differ giv
a check on the precision of the method. For our calculatio
the symmetry error of the computed force constants is
order 0.1% of the largest force constant, or smaller. Bef
solving for the normal modes, the force constant matrix
symmetrized by averaging it with its transpose.

Another check on the precision of the method is t
extent to which the computed force constants obey
acoustic sum rule,56 which states that the sum of force co
stants of any given polarization across any row of the for
constant matrix must vanish. This rule expresses the fact
a uniform translation of the crystal as a whole requires
work, i.e., the space in which the lattice resides is trans
tionally invariant. We find, however, that the acoustic su
rule is violated in our calculations by as much as 0.5% of
largest force constant. We have determined that the princ
cause of this violation is that the discreteness of the
Fourier transform~FFT! grid in the unit cell breaks transla
tional invariance, and thus the lattice has a small but n
negligible anomalous restoring force against uniform tra
lations away from a preferred position. In order to obtain
physically reasonable vibrational spectrum, it is necessar
enforce the acoustic sum rule by making small adjustme
to the force constants. Since the error is small and invol
long-wavelength motion, the correction has no noticeable
fect on the vibrational spectrum except at very low freque
cies below about 4 cm21. Since there is no unique way t
make the appropriate adjustments to the force constants
have tried several reasonable schemes and have found
they all have essentially the same largely negligible effect
the spectrum.

In Sec. IV we showed that a seven-layer copper slab
sufficiently thick to give the correct surface structure. Ho
ever, it is clear that this model isnot sufficient to describe the
coupled lattice dynamics of an adsorbed substrate. B
modes, for example, cannot be accommodated by suc
model, and we show below that their inclusion is essen
for a correct description of the low-frequency adsorbate
namics. Furthermore, even modes localized at a surface o
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE X. First-principles force constants of bothz and x polarization for bulk copper and the bare copp
~001! surface in units of eV/Å2.

Bulk Bare surface

Atom Cu1 Cu1 Cu2

Polarization z x z x z x

Cu1 8.12 8.18 5.18 5.73 22.27 22.40
Cu18 0.34 24.12 20.50 23.49 22.27 0.16
Cu2 22.04 22.06 22.27 22.40 8.17 8.29
Cu28 22.04 0.04 22.27 0.16 0.52 24.07
Cu3 20.11 0.01 20.10 0.04 22.01 21.98
Cu38 20.08 20.02 20.10 20.04 22.01 0.02
Cu4 0.02 20.01 0.03 20.01 20.11 0.02
Cu48 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.00 20.08 20.04
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penetrate further than the dimensions of the thin slab mo
On the other hand, to perform the force-constant anal
described above on a sufficiently thick slab would be co
putationally prohibitive. To remedy this difficulty, we tak
advantage of the fact that, even though the excitations th
selves are long ranged, the coupling constants are no
particular, thin-slab calculations give the correct force co
stants for the copper~001! surface. The electrons in the met
rapidly screen out the presence of the surface, so that
force constants converge to their bulk values within ab
three atomic layers. In a separate calculation, we comp
lattice force constants for bulk copper, and then use the
sets of calculations to construct the force-constant matrix
ov 2001 to 130.91.64.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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a much thicker slab.57 Since all bulk layers interact with thei
neighbors in exactly the same way, we can pad the interio
the thin slab with an arbitrary number of bulk layers with n
additional computational effort. The vibrational spectra
ported in this article are computed foreffective slabscon-
structed with 2000 additional copper layers.

Tables X and XI contain the computedḠ-point force
constants in eV/Å2 for bulk copper and for the bare, half
covered, and fully covered copper~001! surface. In all cases
the calculations have been carried out on unit cells with t
~001! sites per layer in (A23A2)R45° symmetry. Even
though this pattern is strictly required only for the ha
d
TABLE XI. First-principles force constants of bothz andx polarization for the half-covered and fully covere
copper~001! surface in units of eV/Å2.

Atom O C Cu1 Cu18

Polarization z x z x z x z x

Half-covered surface

O 110.44 0.90 2108.30 21.53 21.24 0.43 20.94 0.15
C 2108.30 21.53 119.34 2.77 211.32 20.84 1.00 20.26
Cu1 21.24 0.43 211.32 20.84 17.13 6.06 20.02 23.91
Cu18 20.94 0.15 1.00 20.26 20.02 23.91 4.27 6.24
Cu2 0.02 0.10 20.38 20.35 22.20 21.70 22.08 0.09
Cu28 0.02 20.05 20.38 0.20 22.20 20.06 22.08 22.31
Cu3 0.02 0.02 20.08 20.11 0.72 20.08 20.05
Cu38 20.02 0.02 0.08 20.08 20.06 20.11 0.04
Cu4 20.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 20.01
Cu48 0.03 0.02 20.02 0.02 0.01

Fully covered surface

O 109.18 4.05 2106.69 20.91 21.23 0.18
O8 4.96 21.95 26.56 21.86 0.30 0.43
C 2106.69 20.91 115.06 3.93 29.99 20.04
C8 26.56 21.86 8.90 0.02 20.26 20.93
Cu1 21.23 0.18 29.99 20.04 14.67 6.28
Cu18 0.30 0.43 20.26 20.93 0.58 24.23
Cu2 0.02 0.08 20.25 20.27 21.96 21.52
Cu28 0.02 20.01 20.25 0.07 21.96 20.14
Cu3 0.02 0.02 20.04 20.11 0.09
Cu38 20.02 0.02 0.04 20.08 20.12
Cu4 0.02 0.02 0.05
Cu48 20.02 0.02 20.05
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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covered surface, we have used it for all systems in orde
facilitate comparisons. Tetragonal symmetry permits
force-constant matrices to be decoupled into three indep
dent blocks, one block describing motion perpendicular
the ~001! plane~z polarized!, and two degenerate blocks d
scribing parallel motion~x and y polarized!. The force-
constant tables are arranged so that the displaced coord
is listed along the top and the responding coordinate is lis
along the side. For the surfaces, the atoms are labeled
cording to the convention of Fig. 1, with the two distin
in-plane sites distinguished by a prime. For the bulk, sin
all layers are equivalent, each layer is numbered relativ
the one containing the displaced atom. For all but the h
covered surface, the primed and unprimed sites are equ
lent by symmetry. Therefore force constants associated
motion of primed atoms can be deduced from those
unprimed atoms.

A comparison of the bulk and bare-surface force co
stants in Table X reveals several important features. We
for example, that the range of the coupling is about th
layers. At this distance, the lattice force constants are
than 1% of their largest value, which is small enough to ha
only a negligible effect on the vibrational spectrum. In ad
tion, by the third layer into the surface, the force consta
have converged to their bulk values. These two results g
further justification for the use of a seven-layer slab. Table
also shows that only displacements of the outermost cop
layer are needed in computing surface force constants.
last two columns, obtained by displacing Cu2, give redun-
dant information. The Cu2–Cu1 and Cu2–Cu18 coupling con-
stants are identical to the Cu1–Cu2 and Cu1–Cu28 values, as is
required by symmetry. Furthermore, the restoring force
Cu2 and its coupling to atoms in the same and deeper la
are very close to their corresponding bulk values~e.g.,
Cu2–Cu2 for the surface is very similar to Cu1–Cu1 in the
bulk!. Based on this result for the bare surface, we h
chosen not to displace the second and deeper layers in
puting surface force constants for the covered surfaces.

The comparison between bulk and the bare surface
shows that the coupling is stronger near the surface. On
amining the Cu1–Cu18 and Cu1–Cu2 force constants for both
x and z polarizations, we find that all but thex-polarized
Cu1–Cu18 force constants strengthen at the surface. This
hancement, especially of thez-polarized couplings, is consis
tent with the inward structural relaxation at the surface.

Force constants for the half-covered and fully cove
surfaces are compared in Table XI. These data show tha
change in coverage has a much more significant impac
the x-polarized couplings than on thez-polarized couplings.
For example, the in-plane oxygen restoring force is over f
times as large at full coverage as at half coverage, whe
the perpendicular restoring force changes by only 1%. T
behavior can be easily understood since an in-plane dis
tion moves the oxygen atom towards an adsorbate at
coverage but a vacancy at half coverage, whereas a pe
dicular distortion moves the atom towards vacuum for b
coverages. The force constants also provide informa
about the coverage dependence of the bonding. For exam
the decrease in thez-polarized O–C and C–Cu1 force con-
Downloaded 13 Nov 2001 to 130.91.64.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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stants indicates a weakening of the intramolecular and
sorption bonds, respectively, with increasing coverage. T
latter result is consistent with the adsorption bond energ
reported in Table IX.

It is known from helium atom scattering~HAS! data that
the in-plane frustrated translational~FT! motion of CO on
copper exhibits strong quartic anharmonicity.58 Since one of
the goals of this work is to understand the observed re
ation dynamics of this mode, it is critical that we describe
as accurately as possible. However, to incorporate an
monic effects systematically throughout the vibration
analysis would be an intractable and, as we will show,
necessary complication. The principal anharmonic part of
potential comes from a term quartic in the FT amplitud
Since no other modes are involved, the dominant effec
this term is to shift the FT frequency. We can account
this shift entirely within a harmonic framework by suitab
adjusting the relevant force constants. Thex-polarized C–O,
C–C, and O–O force constants reported in Table XI for
half-covered surface have been adjusted according to the
scription described below to reflect the shifted frequen
Since the fully covered surface is, at present, hypotheti
we have not carried out the lengthy anharmonic calculati
required to adjust its force constants.

In order to determine the anharmonic shift of the F
frequency, we need to map out the total energy as a func
of FT amplitude. This requires knowing the mode’s atom
displacement pattern, which is obtained by solving Eq.~1!
using the unadjusted force-constant matrix. For reasons
will become apparent in Sec. VI B, there is some ambigu
in isolating the FT coordinate directly. Thus, for the purpos
of mapping out its potential, we have defined the FT coor
nate to be localized on the CO molecule and orthogona
the ~uniquely specified! frustrated rotational~FR! mode. Fig-

FIG. 2. Total energy of theu50.5 system as a function of frustrated tran
lational amplitude over a range of values accessible at experimental
peratures~;100 K!. The amplitude is reported as the displacement in Å
the carbon atom away from its equilibrium position. The solid line is
quartic fit of the data~dots!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ure 2 shows the dependence of the total energy on FT
plitude over a range of values accessible at experime
temperatures~;100 K!. The dots in Fig. 2 are the compute
points, and the solid line is the following quartic fit:

E~xC!50.0203xC
210.9237xC

4, ~2!

wherexC is the carbon-atom displacement in Å, andE is the
energy per CO molecule in eV. We solve for the ground a
first-excited states of this potential by numerically integr
ing the Schro¨dinger equation and find a frequency ofn
5(E12E0)/h527 cm21. In contrast, if we had truncate
Eq. ~2! at quadratic order, the frequency would have been
cm21, thus demonstrating the importance of anharmonic
here. The in-plane C–O, C–C, and O–O force constants
now adjusted to reflect the anharmonically shifted frequen
The FR atomic displacement pattern and the acoustic
rule provide the two remaining constraints necessary
uniquely specify the adjustment. Quantitatively, the effect
this 232 portion of the force-constant matrix is

S 0.99 21.62

21.62 2.70 D→S 0.90 21.53

21.53 2.77 D . ~3!

Note that this procedure can account for temperatu
dependent FT properties since the frequency depends o
range over which the anharmonic potential is sampled.

B. Vibrational spectra

Vibrational spectra are obtained from the compu
force constants by solving Eq.~1! for the 2000 layer effec-
tive slab. Since slab models are finite, the resulting vib
tional spectra are discrete, even though the spectrum
truly infinite substrate would have a continuum of bulk-lik
modes. To simulate this behavior, we have convoluted
discrete spectra with a Gaussian of unit area and 0.25 c21

width. This smoothing makes the spectra easier to interp
and, since the effective slabs are chosen to be quite large
have been able to use a fairly narrow smoothing function
computing natural linewidths of spectral features, we fil
out the broadening effect of the smoothing function.

The force-constant calculations reported in Sec. VI A
maintain the in-plane lattice periodicity of the (A2
3A2)R45° surface unit cell, i.e., displacements of cor
sponding atoms in different unit cells are in phase. Thus
resulting vibrational spectra shown below contain modes
the Ḡ point of the SBZ. Since the (A23A2)R45° cell is not
primitive for the bare and fully covered surfaces, the co
puted vibrational spectra for these systems contain mode
both theḠ andM̄ points of their primitive SBZ. These point
both map to theḠ point of the folded SBZ.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! exhibit the vibrational density ofz-
and x-polarized modes, respectively, as a function of f
quency for the bare copper~001! surface. The perpendicula
spectrum in Fig. 3~a! consists of a broad band of mode
below 263 cm21 and three sharp features labeledA–C. We
identify the nature of the modes by examining their atom
displacement patterns, obtained from the solution of Eq.~1!.
The broad band corresponds to bulk copper phonon mo
that project onto theḠ point of the bare SBZ. These includ
Downloaded 13 Nov 2001 to 130.91.64.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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longitudinal acoustic phonons along the pathG→X in the fcc
BZ. The band edge at 263 cm21 compares reasonably we
with the experimental value of 242 cm21.59 FeatureA, at
around 182 cm21, corresponds to the bulk phonons fo
modes that project onto theM̄ point of the bare SBZ. This
band consists of phonon modes along the pathX→W in the
fcc BZ, and is known experimentally to be very narro
~165–171 cm21!.59 FeaturesB andC are theS1 andS2 sur-
face modes,60 respectively, at theM̄ point of the bare SBZ.
The S1 mode is a Rayleigh wave, and its computed fr
quency is 156 cm21, about 14% larger than the measur
value of 137 cm21.61 For theS2 mode, odd-numbered atomi
layers, counting from the surface, are stationary. The ev
numbered layers are in motion, with maximum amplitude
the second layer and exponential penetration depth of
layers. The computed~181 cm21! and experimental~163
cm21! ~Ref. 60! frequencies again agree at the 10%–15
level.

In the x-polarized spectrum shown in Fig. 3~b!, the two
broad bands of modes below and above 186 cm21 corre-
spond to bulk copper phonons that project onto theḠ andM̄
points, respectively, of the bare SBZ. The band edges at

FIG. 3. Density of~a! z-polarized and~b! x-polarized vibrational states vs
frequency for the bare copper~001! surface. The spectrum includes mod

at theḠ point of the surface Brillouin zone for theA23A2R45° surface unit
cell.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE XII. Summary of vibrational spectral features for the bare, half-covered, and fully covered co

~001! surface. For the fully covered surface, modes are distinguished as coming from either theḠ or M̄ point
of the unfolded primitive surface Brillouin zone. Frequencies and linewidths are given in cm21, and lifetimes
are given in ps.

Mode

Bare Half covered Fully covered

Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Ḡ M̄

Molecular bond stretching 2111 2085a 2154 2019
Adsorption bond stretching 427 345b 402 391
Rayleigh wave,S1

Frequency,n 156 137c 129 123d 64
Linewidth, Dn 0 1.0 0
Lifetime, t ` 5.2 `

S2 surface mode 181 163e 187 184
Frustrated rotation 282 285b 353 280
Frustrated translation

Frequency,n 27 32d 43 340
Linewidth, Dn 1.8 7.5 0
Lifetime, t 3.0 2.360.4f 0.7 `

L1 surface mode 179

aReference 54. dReference 6.
bReference 2. eReference 60.
cReference 61. fReference 5.
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and 266 cm21 compare favorably with the experimental va
ues of 171 and 242 cm21, respectively.59 The sharp feature
labeledD is theL1 longitudinal surface phonon first ident
fied in Ref. 60. This mode has large in-plane displaceme
at the surface which decay exponentially into the bulk wit
characteristic length of 1.94 layers. The computed frequen
179 cm21, is in good agreement with the previously report
value, 167 cm21.60 Table XII summarizes the spectral fe
tures of the bare~001! surface, as well as those of the ha
covered and fully covered surfaces.

The z-polarized vibrational spectra of the half-cover
and fully covered surfaces are compared in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!, respectively. The spectra for both coverages exhibit
same bulk features seen in the bare-surface spectrum. In
dition, these spectra both containS1 and S2 peaks; these
features are found to be coverage dependent. The frequ
of the Rayleigh mode@labeledB8 and B9 in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!, respectively# is strongly coverage dependent, goin
from 156 to 129 to 64 cm21 as the CO coverage increas
from u50 to 0.5 to 1. This decrease in frequency is prim
rily the result of mass loading of the surface and not chan
in coupling strength due to adsorption. We know this is tr
because the surface copper atom and its attached CO
ecule move together as a unit.

For the bare and fully covered surfaces, the Rayle
wave is a sharp, solitary mode. However, our calculatio
predict that, for the half-covered surface, this mode broad
into a peak of finite width. The explanation for this une
pected result is that the reduced in-plane translational s
metry of this system permits resonant mixing between theS1

mode and bulk phonons at theḠ point of the underlying bare
SBZ. This coupling, which is symmetry forbidden in th
primitive ~001! unit cells of the other two systems, causes
S1 mode to broaden into a resonance peak. To illustrate
effect, Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! compare the normal coordinates
the centralS1 mode at half coverage to the solitaryS1 mode
ov 2001 to 130.91.64.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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FIG. 4. Density ofz-polarized vibrational states vs frequency for a C
overlayer on the copper~001! surface at~a! half and at~b! full coverage.

The spectrum includes modes at theḠ point of the surface Brillouin zone for
the A23A2R45° surface unit cell.
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at full coverage. Modes in the resonance-broadened peak
hibit large-amplitudeS1-like surface atomic motions, bu
also possess an admixture of bulk-phonon character w
penetrates throughout the bulk. As a result, a surfa
localized mode can only be obtained by superposing nor
modes in the resonance peak. Since these normal m
propagate in time with different frequencies, the prepa
disturbance will eventually decay on a time scale set by
width of the peak. After filtering out the effect of the Gaus
ian smoothing function, the natural linewidth of theS1 reso-
nance is 1.0 cm21, which corresponds to a lifetime of 5.2 p
This mode has been observed for the half-covered surfac
a HAS experiment at a frequency of 123 cm21.6 To our
knowledge, its lifetime has not been measured.

The S2 mode@labeledC8 andC9 in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!,
respectively# is only weakly coverage dependent. Since t
adlayer and the outermost copper layer are stationary for
mode, coverage dependence is mediated through the int
tion of the CO molecules with the second copper lay
which, as we saw in Sec. VI A, is small. This is also t
reason why theS2 mode of the half-covered surface does n
resonantly couple to bulkḠ phonons, as does theS1 mode,
even though this coupling is permitted by the reduced tra
lational symmetry.

The spectra in Fig. 4 possess additional modes at
quencies above the bulk-phonon band edge. They prima
involve carbon and oxygen motion, and therefore are
present in the bare-surface spectrum. FeaturesE8 andF8 in
the u50.5 spectrum constitute the C–O and C–Cu bo
stretching modes, respectively. For the former mode,
oxygen and carbon atoms move in opposite directions
pendicular to the surface, with the CO center of mass and
copper atoms remaining essentially stationary. The comp
frequency, 2111 cm21, compares very favorably with the ex

FIG. 5. Comparison of the atomic displacement patterns for~a! the normal
mode at the center of theS1 ~Rayleigh! resonance peak at half coverag
@featureB8 in Fig. 4~a!# and~b! the solitaryS1 normal mode at full coverage
@featureB9 in Fig. 4~b!#. The horizontal axis gives the relative atomic di
placements for thesez-polarized modes, and the vertical axis labels t
atomic layers. For clarity only a portion of the full 2000 layer slab is d
played.
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perimental value, 2085 cm21.54 For the latter mode, the CO
molecule moves as a unit in opposition to the copper atom
which it is attached. Here the CO–Cu center of mass rem
largely fixed, as do the remaining copper atoms, althou
there is slightly greater penetration of this mode into t
surface. The computed frequency, 427 cm21, is in only fair
agreement with the measured value, 345 cm21.2 This dis-
crepancy is largely due to our choice of coordinates use
computing thez-polarized force constants. Since the C–
bond is very strong, the CO molecule moves essentially a
unit for all but the molecular bond-stretching mode. Ind
vidual motion of either the carbon or oxygen atoms leads
a huge restoring force, resulting in huge C–O, C–C, a
O–O force constants. Thus, computing the energy in
coordinate system of a mode in which the carbon and oxy
atoms move together involves the subtraction of large nu
bers to obtain a small number. Because of the concomi
numerical instability, it would have been better to choos
different coordinate system for computing force constan
one in which the O and C degrees of freedom are repla
with their symmetric and antisymmetric combinations. Te
calculations in which we vary the C–O, C–C, and O–
force constants by a small amount give CO–Cu stretch
quencies as low as about 390 cm21. Implementing the im-
proved coordinate system in the present study would h
been computationally very demanding, and, in our opini
unwarranted in light of the reasonably good results alread
hand. In future studies of adsorbate vibrational dynam
however, we plan to adopt the new approach.

Since the fully covered surface contains one additio
CO molecule per unit cell, there are two additional modes
the z-polarized spectrum. The features labeledE

Ḡ
9 and E

M̄
9

are molecular bond-stretching modes withḠ andM̄ symme-
try, respectively, relative to the primitive SBZ of this system
Similarly, featuresF

Ḡ
9 andF

M̄
9 are adsorption bond-stretchin

modes at theḠ andM̄ points, respectively. The frequencie
of the F9 modes are smaller than their counterpart in t
half-covered surface, indicating a weakening of the adso
tion bond. Furthermore, the small value of the splitting
veals a highly nondispersive mode, and suggests that di
and other long-range interactions are not important for t
degree of freedom. For theE9 modes, on the other hand, th
splitting is very large. It is known that long-range dipo
interactions are important for the C–O stretch mode and l
to a dispersive band. Since the fully covered surface is
present, hypothetical, the vibrational frequencies reporte
Table XII for this system are not compared to experimen

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show thex-polarized vibrational
spectra for the half-covered and fully covered surfaces,
spectively. In addition to the bulk-phonon band below 2
cm21, these spectra contain new modes associated with
carbon and oxygen in-plane degrees of freedom. The m
labeled G8 at 282 cm21 in the u50.5 spectrum involves
motion of the carbon and oxygen atoms in opposite dir
tions, with the C–O center of mass essentially fixed over
adsorption site and negligible penetration of the mode i
the copper substrate. This ‘‘rocking’’ motion defines th
frustrated rotational mode, and its computed frequen
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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agrees very closely with the 285 cm21 experimental value.2

In the u51 spectrum there are two FR modes: one at 3
cm21 in which the two CO molecules rock in phase~labeled
G

Ḡ
9 ), and the other at 280 cm21 in which they rock 180° out

of phase~labeledG
M̄
9 ).

The other in-plane degree of freedom associated with
adsorbate is the frustrated translational, or ‘‘wagging
mode, in which the carbon and oxygen atoms oscillate in
same direction about the binding site. In Sec. VI A we s
that this anharmonic mode has a frequency of 27 cm21 for
the half-covered surface at the temperature range of inte
This computed frequency is in excellent accord with the
cm21 HAS measurement of Ref. 6. Since the FT frequenc
well within the bulk-phonon continuum, it can mix wit
phonons at the same frequency and broaden into a reson
peak of finite spectral width, in the same manner as
scribed above for the Rayleigh mode of this system. T
resonance peak, labeledH8 in Fig. 6~a!, has a natural line-
width of 1.8 cm21, which corresponds to a lifetime of 3.0 p
This prediction is in excellent quantitative agreement w
the 2.360.4 ps FT relaxation time measured for this syst

FIG. 6. Density ofx-polarized vibrational states vs frequency for a C
overlayer on the copper~001! surface at~a! half and at~b! full coverage.

The spectrum includes modes at theḠ point of the surface Brillouin zone for
the A23A2R45° surface unit cell. The inset in each panel highlights
frustrated translational resonance peak.
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at 100 K,5 and thus provides an explanation of the observ
rapid damping of this mode. Frustrated translations decay
resonant coupling to long-wavelength substrate phono
This is a purely harmonic mechanism, involving no highe
order effects such as anharmonic vibrational coupling
electron–phonon coupling. These other mechanisms are
pected to contribute at much longer time scales, and th
fore are subdominant. Recently, we developed an analy
theory of resonant damping of adsorbate vibrational motio62

which predicts FT lifetimes in good agreement with bo
experiment and the present computation, thus reinforcing
interpretation.

At full coverage, there are two FT modes in the spe
trum in Fig. 6~b!, one at theḠ point of the primitive~001!
SBZ and the other at theM̄ point. The calculations show tha
the FT band ishighly dispersive. TheḠ mode~labeledH

Ḡ
9 )

is at 43 cm21, in the frequency range of long-waveleng
bulk phonons, whereas theM̄ mode~labeledH

M̄
9 ) is at 340

cm21, well above the bulk band edge and even interleav
the FR modes. Some degree of dispersion is expected, s
for the M̄ mode, the CO molecules wag into each oth
whereas atḠ they move in phase. However, the magnitu
of the bandwidth is entirely unexpected; HAS experime
on the half-covered surface find a FT bandwidth of only
cm21.6 Since the FT mode at 43 cm21 and the phonons in
that frequency range both haveḠ symmetry relative to the
primitive SBZ, resonant coupling between the adlayer a
substrate is permitted, just as it is for the half-covered s
face. This coupling is significantly stronger at the high
coverage. The spectral width of theH

Ḡ
9 resonance is 7.5

cm21, which corresponds to a lifetime of 0.7 ps. These
sults are in accord with our analytical theory,62 in which the
damping rate depends linearly on coverage and quadratic
on frequency. Figures 7~a! and 7~b! illustrate the normal-

FIG. 7. Comparison of the atomic displacement patterns for normal mo
at the center of the frustrated translational resonance peak at~a! half cover-

age @featureH8 in Fig. 6~a!# and at~b! full coverage@featureH
Ḡ
9 in Fig.

6~b!#. The horizontal axis gives the relative atomic displacements for th
x-polarized modes, and the vertical axis labels the atomic layers. For cl
only a portion of the full 2000 layer slab is displayed.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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mode displacement pattern at the center of the FT reson
for the half-covered and fully covered surfaces, respectiv
The shift in resonant frequency is indicated by the differ
wavelengths of the bulk-phonon part of the modes, and
enhanced coupling at higher coverage can be seen qu
tively in the decreased ratio of FT amplitude to bulk-phon
amplitude in the normal coordinate.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out a comprehensive first-principles
vestigation of the structural and vibrational properties of C
on copper~001!, a prototype chemisorbed metal surface.
examine the coverage-dependent behavior, we have co
ered CO adlayers at three different coverages:u50, 0.5, and
1. All computed structural and vibrational properties ag
well with the available experimental measurements. T
structural and force-constant analyses reveal a weakenin
the chemisorption bond on going from half to full coverag
Nevertheless, we find that the fully covered surface is en
getically favorable to the half-covered surface plus free
molecule. While this does not necessarily imply overall s
bility of the u51 phase, it does suggest that the maxim
stable coverage is greater thanu50.5, in agreement with
experiment.

Our vibrational analysis of these systems has revea
several striking features in the spectra. First, the lo
frequency, in-plane frustrated translational motion of the C
molecules exists not as a normal mode of the system,
rather, as a broad resonance peak of finite lifetime. The
mal modes in this peak are a combination of FT motion a
long-wavelength bulk copper phonon motion, illustrating t
resonant coupling between these two types of modes.
predicted lifetime of 3.0 ps for the half-monolayer system
in excellent agreement with the experimental value of
60.4 ps, thus demonstrating that this resonant damp
mechanism dominates the relaxation dynamics of this mo

In addition we find that, for theu50.5 system, the mode
corresponding to the zone-boundary Rayleigh wave of
underlying copper~001! surface also resonantly couples
the substrate phonons and develops a finite lifetime. F
the spectrum we have computed, we predict, in advanc
experiment, a characteristic decay time of 5.2 ps. T
resonance-broadening effect is not seen atu51. The reason
for the differing behavior is that the two coverages poss
different in-plane translational symmetry. Resonant mix
is permitted in the reduced symmetry of theu50.5 system,
but is symmetry forbidden atu51.
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